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Lost coast plant therapy near me

KILL SOFT BODY INSECTS, THEIR LARVAE AND EGGS, DUSTY MUSHROOMS, MOLD AND FUNGI IN CONTACT WITHOUT USING POISON! After saturation of the entire plant, our spray adheres to the target insect, egg box or larvae. Its active ingredients then cause interruption of
breathing and digestion. It also penetrates to dehydrate your entire body. Insects can never become immune to this product because they cannot become immune to suffocation or dehydration. The Lost Coast Plant Therapy was designed to suffocate and dehydrate in contact. That's why it's
important to thoroughly saturate your infested plants. If the product does not contact the insect, it cannot suffocate or dehydrate it. Many insects and diseases die in contact with a single application. Others, take the repeated application to eliminate the problem. Our unique formula does not
emphasize the plant and will not harm flowers, fruits or vegetables, as long as it is applied under proper lighting and low heat conditions. Lost layer plant therapy has been laboratory tested by CW Analytical (among others) and has been found to leave no residue; this means that it is safe
for your soil, food and ornamental plants, pets and people. With the correct application our product can be used on the day of harvest. eBay Item Number:253526429108 Seller assumes full responsibility for this listing. Last updated November 28, 2020 14:53:01 PST View all revisions
Condition: New: A new, unused, un opened item with no damage to its original packaging (where packaging is applicable). The packaging must be the same as that found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an
unprinted box or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full details. View all condition definitions- opens in a new window or tab... Read more about MPN Condition: Brand: Pest Type/Grass: Insect 98.4% Visit Shop: Total Moohydroponics 40% Savings!  Go to our website now, link on
the timeline, and get your bottle today! . Washing natural plants  problems with dusty fungi, soft body pests or botrytis?  Apply once or twice a week as a preventative, until the day of harvest if necessary  Does not stress the plant  It can be used as a soil soaking together
with the  spray. We offer a FREE sample per customer on our website!  Only cover shipping! Our ingredients are organic, plant-based, and not ... Mehr LOST COAST PLANT THERAPY KILLS SOFT BODY INSECTS, ITS LARVAE AND EGGS, POWDERY MILDEW, MOLD
AND FUNGUS IN CONTACT WITHOUT USING POISON! saturation of the entire plant, our spray adheres to the target insect, egg box or larvae. Its active ingredients then cause interruption of breathing and digestion. It also penetrates to dehydrate your entire body. Insects can never
become immune to this product because they cannot dehydration. The Lost Coast Plant Therapy was designed to suffocate and dehydrate in contact. That's why it's important to thoroughly saturate your infested plants. If the product does not contact the insect, it cannot suffocate or
dehydrate it. Many insects and diseases die in contact with a single application. Others, take the repeated application to eliminate the problem. Our unique formula does not emphasize the plant and will not harm flowers, fruits or vegetables, as long as it is applied under adequate lighting
conditions. Lost coating plant therapy has been laboratory tested by CW Analytical and has been found to leave no residue; this means that it is safe for your water, soil, food and ornamental plants, pets and people. With the correct application our product can be used on the day of harvest.
Dry without residue. Safe to apply daily and will not interfere with the development of the plant. Sure to apply the day of harvest and as often as necessary throughout the growth. Safe for food and medicinal plants. Biodegradable. PBA Free or HDPE grade bottles. 1 ounce of concentrate
safety DATA added to the water. This is the dilution that customers will apply to their plants. R.E.I. (RE-ENTRY INTERVAL) AT 0 HOURS. KILLED INSECTS IN CONTACT INCLUDE SOFT BODY INSECTS, THEIR EGGS AND LARVAE: The smaller the insect, the faster it works. Larger
soft-bodied insects may take longer to die or require repeated application. Contact with our product begins the process of death. Spider Mites: Works on all kinds of mites, including red spider mites, two spotted spider mites and their eggs. Spray every other day for a week and repeat as
needed. Broad Mites Russet Mites - Spray every other day for two weeks or as needed. Don't forget to spray the stems down and where the petioles of the leaves meet the underside of the leaves. Mushroom Gnats White Flies Thrips Aphids Root Knot Nemotodes and more... For most
insects, spray every other day for a week, or as needed. MOLD, MOLD AND FUNGAL SPORES DIE IN CONTACT. LOST COAST PLANT THERAPY CAN ALSO BE USED AS A PREVENTATIVE. Powdery Mildew: Our product kills the spores on contact and changes the pH of the plant
surface and washes the dusty mold already present. Better to use once a week until harvest day if you have seen PM shape on leaf surfaces. Mold: kills molds in contact, stops their growth and washes it. Blight Leaf Rust SAFE TO HANDLE AND APPLY: No more concerns about
accidentally receiving poisonous or fungicide insecticide on the skin or inhaling it. The of lost shore plants is completely safe and non-toxic to put on your hands and skin. As the product dries, its active ingredients evaporate without leaving residue on you or plants. Although the ingredients
in our concentrate are also not irritating to the skin, be careful when handling. Waste-free: This product product cause any test failure and will pass strict parts per billion laboratory tests. For more products like this, check out the Test Cleaning category. Common sense caution: Keep out of
the eyes and mouth. Keep out of reach of children. MIX DIRECTIONS: SHARE WELL before measuring concentrate. You're looking for a milky consistency. Add purified water to your sprayer or application tank. Clean the sprayer lines from the previous use and purge the lines back into the
tank or sprayer. Add 2 tablespoons (1 oz) of concentrate per 1 gallon of water. Shake the sprayer again before use. Make sure the plants are watered before spraying. Shake as needed during use, approximately every 5 minutes. Close the concentrate lid securely when not in use. DO NOT
STORE THE PRODUCT IN DIRECT SUNLIGHT*** Always keep the lid tightly closed when not in use. Do not use in extreme heat. Use when the temperature is 80 degrees or less. Always apply in low light (early morning or evening) ON OUR INGREDIENTS: Seven simple ingredients of
the highest quality make up the Plant Therapy of the Lost Coast. We only use biodegradable, food-quality ingredients and cosmetics. LABEL ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Soybean oil is organic, food grade and non-GMO. ACTION: Coat insects and suffocate in contact. Mistakes cannot build
immunity to suffocation. Mint essential oil is organic and food-quality. ACTION: Natural insect repellent. Citric acid is organic, food grade. ACTION: Adjusts the pH of the plant surface. Preservative. This ingredient makes the pH of the plant inhospited for dusty mold and kills the spores in
contact due to its antifungal properties. LABEL INACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Ecocert Soap is a proprietary blend, certified for use in organic products and from a sustainable plant source. ACTION: Reduces the surface tension of water/liquid, which helps it spread across the surface of
anything to which it is applied. An emulsifier (helps all other ingredients stay mixed.) It also penetrates the body cover of the insect and alters the cell membrane. Cellular content is filtered causing target pests to melt and die. Isopropyl alcohol is cosmetic grade (skin safe). ACTION:
Isopropyl alcohol dehydrates insects quickly and helps evaporate the diluted plant product safely without leaving residue or burning. Sodium citrate is food-quality. ACTION: Preservative, this ingredient also dampens the pH to keep it stable; which makes it impossible for dusty mold and
spores live in the plant. Water is purified, reverse mosis. ACTION: Emulsifying and slimming agent. Lost Coast Plant Therapy is not registered in the E.P.A. as it qualifies for the exemption under section 25(b) of FIFRA as a minimum risk pesticide. Disclaimer: You assume full responsibility
for the proper use of this product. The warranty is limited to the purchase price of this product. Un guaranteed results. See all natural Plant Protector IT IT Amazing! Healthy, gentle and effective care for your home, patio, garden or commercial agriculture plants. It won't harm bees, ladybugs
and mantis praying. The healthy solution of plants and planets you've been looking for! Individual sizes Bulk quantities try it out! FREE SAMPLE We offer a FREE sample of 2 oz per customer so you can see for yourself that our product works, just pay for shipping! Makes 2 gallons of
mixing. Take the sample! I love your product! The smell is so nice and works so well! I use it at home, as well as bring it to my work, I use it in my 1400 clones! @Leathua_Grows sprayed all my mothers last night with the lights on at 50%. Everyone looked happy and prayed for the light this
morning with no signs of stress, plus it has a very therapeutic mint smell! @gcavazo1 Excellent product that works great against numerous pests and even with serious problems does the job when you follow the proper instructions. @517legendseedco Plants I LOVE out! Thank you!
@pleasantmountainorganics He grabbed a sample of the 2 oz. organic concentrate bottle to test... The best product to combat the pests we have used to date, when they say kill in contact they mean it! In addition, its leaves have a pleasant mint smell after application. This is a real deal!
@reagan_n_kush Plant Therapy is the best product for preventive spraying in clones! @DiamondCanna works like a charmer to me! @Greenhearts_growery if you are not using this product you are actually missing out! Proof that Lost Coast Plant Therapy works is in my plants.
@tcgrow918 have to say the best product on the market!! @sativagenetics Available at a store near YOU STORE LOCATOR Use our store locator to find a store near you! If our product is not available at stores near you, please contact us to suggest one. Just add the name and phone
number or website address of the location you want us to provide a. LOCATOR Available USE INSTRUCTIONS AS IT WORKS Protect your valuable crops from harmful pests, mold and fungi with lost shore plant therapy. Eliminates insects in contact by suffocation and dehydration. It
leaves no harmful residue on your plants. Available only in concentrate. Please read the How It Works and Instructions sections for more detailed information. HOW IT WORKS INSTRUCTIONS WE HAVE A VARIETY OF SIZES To meet your needs: 12oz is mixed with water to create 12
gallons of spray application.32oz water mixtures to create 32 gallons of spray application.1 gallon mixtures with water to create 128 gallons of Spray.2.5 gallon mixtures with water to create 320 gallons of application spray. Cover an acre. PURCHASE SIZES Can the product be used as a
ground soak? Yes! Use it as a preventative by applying once a week, until the day of harvest if necessary! Our product does not stress the plant and can be used as soil along with spraying. For soil soaking, add 1oz per gallon of water, just like for spraying. For more questions and answers
click on our FAQs below! Frequently Asked Questions OUR NEW CLOTHES Loving Lost Coast Plant Therapy? You'll want to live with our clothes! The softest and most welcoming T-shirts and beyond comfortable hoodies; you're going to be so happy to have one. Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL
SHOP NOW CREATED FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE THIS PLANET! COST PLANT THERAPY LOST OUR HISTORY For over 45 years we have been enthusiastic organic gardeners. Our love of plants and the environment inspired the creation of The Lost Coast Plant Therapy. We have all
seen the devastating effects of poisonous pesticides, insecticides and fungicides that contaminate the water, soil, food and crops in which they are used. Not to mention the health effects of those who work on farms around the world. We knew that there had to be a workaround that would
do nothing more harm than the intended objective; soft bodily insects, dusty fungi, fungi and mold. READ MORE CONTACT What can we do for you today? Don't be shy, just call us or email us and we will do our best to respond to any questions you may have. We'll put ourselves in place
as soon as possible! CONTACT US Wash dusty mold, rust and mold on tomatoes and all vegetables! Ideal for the removal of aphids and white flies that are a common problem with tomatoes. SHOP Now you have a cleaner option for vineyards! Say goodbye to botrytis, dusty mushrooms,
spider mites, and more without the use of aggressive chemicals. SHOP Keep your fruit clean with Lost Shore Plant Therapy Washing Natural Plants! Safe for people, pet insurance and environmental insurance. SHOP STORE
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